We all have birthdays, but unlike most of us, our youth and young adults rarely receive birthday gifts or a celebration. By assembling birthday kits, you and your group (of all ages and any size) will help Outreach recognize and love individuals on their special day.

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
Collect items from a list we provide. You can purchase the items or ask others to donate them. Your group can assemble the items into birthday kits. Kits cost about $30-35 per gift and typically include a drybag that contains a greeting card (homemade or purchased), a small gift card, a useful item, and a fun/creativity-inspiring gift. Please ensure the bags are similar in contents/value.

WHERE ARE WE DOING IT?
You can assemble the kits in our Program Center or you can assemble the kits at a location that is convenient to you and then arrange a drop-off time to deliver the kits to the Outreach Program Center (located at 2416 E New York Street).

WHEN CAN WE DO THIS?
- **Assembling at Outreach:**
  Tuesday or Thursday between 9 AM - 3 PM.
  Some Saturdays from 9 AM - 12 PM.
  Evenings are negotiable.
- **Not assembling at Outreach:**
  Anytime you like! Call us to arrange your drop off.

QUESTIONS?

Jennifer Ebner
jebner@outreachindiana.org
(317) 270-3866
Scan the QR Code to apply or see more volunteer opportunities!